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Excerpt 12D (from Rose-Petruck, 2000)

SCIENTIFIC GOALS OF THE PROPOSED STUDIES

The following questions will be addressed in the proposed studies:

How exactly does the solvent modify the ligand motions during the fi rst few hun-1. 

dreds of femtoseconds?

Does the ultrafast dissociation process of Fe(CO)2. 5 in solution, and that of related 

compounds in general, occur in a concerted or a rapid sequential way?

Which vibrational modes of the iron pentacarbonyl interact most strongly with the 3. 

solvation shells, and which vibrational modes lead to the eventual escape of only a 

single carbonyl ligand?

If the dissociation process occurs in a concerted way causing instantaneous loss of 4. 

four CO-ligands, which ligand motions does the caging solvation shell inhibit?

The ultrafast laser pulse excites many vibrational modes of the metal carbonyl simul-5. 

taneously (i.e., the vibrational modes are phase-coupled). Are the subsequent ligand 

motions coherent or do ultrafast dephasing processes hinder coherent motions?

Colons (:)

A colon may be used to introduce a list of items, provided that the colon follows a com-

plete sentence. (See appendix A.)

Exercise 12.5

Rephrase the questions in excerpt 12D as statements of objectives. Which 

approach do you prefer? Why?

If you have only a few objectives, your proposal may read more smoothly if you 

use ordinal language (e.g., fi rst and second), as illustrated in excerpt 12E, rather 

than a numbered list (as in excerpt 12D). Alternatively, you may leave out enu-

meration entirely. For example, in excerpt 12A, Aga describes her principal goal 

(to develop innovative analytical methods for environmental applications) and 

objectives (to develop immunochemical methods that are cost-effective, fast, and 

fi eld-portable and use them to monitor the fate of agricultural contaminants) 

without any enumeration.

Excerpt 12E (from Lee, 2001)

SIGNIFICANCE AND OBJECTIVES

The overall goal of the proposed work is to broaden our understanding of nucleotide 

chemistry through gas-phase mass spectrometric and theoretical quantum mechanical 

studies. The objectives are twofold. First, the gas-phase acidity and nucleophilicity of 
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different sites on nucleobases will be explored to understand their fundamental elec-

tronic reactivity. Second, the chemistry of orotic acid will be examined to elucidate the 

mechanism of conversion of this important nucleic biosynthetic precursor to uracil. The 

signifi cance of each facet of this program is outlined separately below.

First,

Ordinal language may be used in proposals. Use a comma after ordinal terms and other 

introductory linking words and phrases, e.g.,

First, . . . 

Second, . . . 

 . . . ; and third, . . . 

However,

In contrast, . . . 

(See appendix A and table 6.6.)

Exercise 12.6

Let’s assume that Lee (excerpt 12E) had said “Two research questions are 

addressed” instead of “The objectives are twofold.” Rewrite the objectives as two 

research questions.

Exercise 12.7

What headings are used in excerpts 12A–12E to identify move 1? Add new ones 

to the list of common headings in table 12.1.

Beginning writers often choose words for their goals and objectives that either 

are too nonspecifi c or overstate their case. For example, a novice writer might say 

“We will see if this is the case” or “We will discover important new compounds.” 

Although both sentences are grammatically correct, the fi rst is too nonspecifi c 

(what exactly does the writer mean by the word see?) and the second is over-

stated (what if new compounds are not discovered?). Another common mistake 

is to overuse the word experiment. The word experiment usually connotes a single 

event (e.g., “In today’s experiment, we will synthesize cyclohexane.”). Research 

involves countless experiments, which can span months or years; hence, sci-

entists prefer words such as work, project, or study. These and other words and 


